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TOPICS & THEMES: 

• Bees 

• Nature 

• Pollination 

 

Tips for every book! 

 

POWER PHRASES: 

I WONDER… 

I NOTICE… 

TELL ME MORE… 

 

 

DIGGING DEEPER: 

“Tell me more, why do 

you think that?” 

“How do you know 

that? 

“Why do you think they 

feel like that?” 

“Interesting, did you 

notice anything else?” 

 

FLIGHT OF THE HONEY 
BEE 

FLIGHT OF THE HONEY BEE  

AUTHOR:  RAYMOND HUBER 

ILLUSTRATOR:  BRIAN LOVELOCK 

See a video of the book read aloud here: Flight of the Honey Bee 

** REMEMBER: HAVE FUN AND THE KIDS WILL TOO! ** 

OVERVIEW 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

Follow the flight of a honeybee as she searches for nectar to sustain her hive and, along the way, 

pollinates flowers to produce seeds and fruits. A tiny honeybee emerges from the hive for the first 

time. Using sunlight, landmarks, and scents to remember the path, she goes in search of pollen 

and nectar to share with the thousands of other bees in her hive. She uses her powerful sense of 

smell to locate the flowers that sustain her, avoids birds that might eat her, and returns home to 

share her finds with her many sisters. Nature lovers and scientists-to-be are invited to explore the 

fascinating life of a honeybee. Back matter includes information about protecting bees and an 

index. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Raymond Huber is children's writer, teacher, and freelance editor. His latest book, Flight of the 

Honey Bee, was voted an ALA Notable Book and Outstanding Science Book. He's a hobby 

beekeeper and has written four books about honeybees: two junior novels, a picture book and a 

guide to bees. Huber has also written cautionary poems about mobile phones and other 

technology ('Global Norman'); and has edited science books including 'Ecology and the 

Environment'. Raymond has lived mostly in the South Island of New Zealand and has enjoyed the 

outdoor lifestyle there. His partner, Penelope Todd is a novelist and publisher and they have three 

adult children. 

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 

Brian Lovelock is a New Zealand-born illustrator and scientist. He has painted all his life, working 

mainly with water color. He is highly regarded for his strong com- positions, use of saturated color 

and the imaginative perspectives that enliven his illustrations. His artistic interests include 

portraits, picture book illustration and fashion illustration. Brian’s first picture book, Roadworks 

(by Sally Sutton, Walker Books) won the 2009 New Zealand Post Book Award for Best Picture 

Book. Brian lives in Auckland with his two children, Jackie and Harry. 

THE READ ALOUD 

BEFORE READING   

Use these before reading the story to help students activate background knowledge and make 
predictions:  

https://youtu.be/MtlqAtXOqJg


• How do you feel about bees, give me a thumbs up or down? 

• What do you think gave Raymond Huber the idea to write about bees? 

• Explain that Raymond Huber is a beekeeper by hobby. 

• Introduce the title, author and illustrator. 

• Do you think this will be fiction or non-fiction? 

• What do you know about bees? 

DURING THE STORY  

Use these while reading the story to help students interpret the action and content.  

• Read the dedication page. 

• (p.4) How are we similar to bees in the way we find our home? 

• (p.10) How do you think Scout is helping people  

• (p.20) Why do you think the bees only have one job? 

• (p.26) How do you think the queen bee survives? 

• Read the index. 

AFTER READING  

Use these after reading the story to help students understand what they just read.  

• What did you learn about honeybees that you didn’t know before hearing this story? 

• How do honeybees help plants, animals and people? 

• What would happen if one of the honeybees jobs was eliminated? 

BRINGING THE BOOK TO LIFE! 

•  

COOPERATIVE LEARNING 

• Play Bee Charades: Each child takes a turn using movements to describe a place at school. The rest of the class has to guess 

the place 

 

SMALL-GROUP IDEAS  

1. DISCUSSION ACTIVITY  

• Conduct a picture walk and let each child find their favorite page and tell why. 

• Why do you think this book was fiction or non-fiction or a mixture of both? 

• Why did the author change the font style thought the book? 

• Identify the events and jobs in a honey bees life. 

• How do you feel about honeybees after hearing this story? 

• What would happen if all of the honey bees became extinct? 

Suggested Optional Activity: 

• Watch the 3:00 video “What’s the Waggle Dance? And Why Do Honeybees Do It?” 

2. WRITING ACTIVITY 

• Write and explain all the jobs of the worker honey bee. 



3. EXTENSION ACTIVITY  

• Read the attached pages “Honey Bees are assigned jobs based on their age” Fold a piece of paper in to thirds. 
On each square (use both sides of the paper) draw a pic- ture of a bee doing it’s appropriate job. Use labels 
when necessary. 

COMMON CORE LINKS 

 

 


